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AWSL Vinyl Dumbbell Weight Pair, Set Of 2

$12.99
AWSL Vinyl Dumbbell Weight Pair, Set of 2Set of 2 dumbbells, 2 pounds eachSteel

dumbbell with colorful vinyl exterior coating for a strong, non-slip gripGreat for

intensifying workouts such as walking..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: AW-034

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-09-09

Sold By: AWSL
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AWSL Vinyl Dumbbell Weight Pair, Set of 2
 

Set of 2 dumbbells, 2 pounds each

Steel dumbbell with colorful vinyl exterior coating for a strong, non-slip grip

Great for intensifying workouts such as walking, jogging, aerobics, and more

Available in a variety of different weights for training

Sculpt muscles and burn more calories during your workout

Product description

Amplify your Workout

Whether you’re a power walker, a runner, or an aerobics aficionado, adding the AWSL hand-held dumbbells to your basic routine is an easy way to burn extra calories and build

muscle mass at the same time. For everyday weight-training, warm up with some curls or switch between weight resistance as you go. A straight-forward way to sculpt muscles,

you can use the dumbbells in a variety of ways. Create your own resistance routine with multiple weights or pump it up during your daily walk around the block.

Durable, Non-Slip Vinyl Exterior

The AWSL dumbbells not only help burn calories and build muscle, but are designed with safety in mind. Featuring a durable, non-slip vinyl coating, you can confidently use the

weights without fear of sweat loosening your grip or surfaces being damaged when you set them down. Comfortable to hold and easy to clean between uses, these hand-held

dumbbells come in a variety of eye-catching colors according to weight.
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